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Interacting Legal Systems
� EU law: sui generis supranational legal system

� EU law interacts with national legal systems 

� Through the interaction of legal systems, such terms 
have acquired independent meaning
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Common history - 2000 years
� History of 2000 years dating back to Roman law

� But special procedures (and political/legal context) 
govern the adoption of EU legal texts 

� Involving delicate compromise 

� Long negotiation among representatives of disparate 
legal cultures and concepts

� EU legal texts reflect and accommodate various points 
of view

� Need for political bargaining
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Multilingual law

� EU legislation is multilingual 

� Texts, which are mostly in English or, at a lesser extent
in French, are likely to be drafted by people whose 
native language is not English or French

� Impossible to produce absolutely equivalent versions 
of legislation in all EU languages 
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Effect

� Each language version is intended to produce the same 
legal effect

� Freedom of movement for definitions
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Legal definitions

� The definition of a term is a description of the concept 
to which it refers

� Unambiguous and clear 

� Legal terms and concepts must be defined precisely 
and consistently
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Importance of legal interpretation

� Legal interpretation in preliminary rulings by the 
European Court of Justice 

� Several methods of interpretation of law
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Different concepts

� Many terms in EU legal texts appear identical to terms 
commonly used in national legislation, although they 
refer to different concepts

� See: 'referring court' and 'court': C-210/06, Cartesio
Oktató és Szolgáltató bt. ECLI:EU:C:2008:723 
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Different concepts II.

� Different concepts in different Member States

� See: 'legal force’‚ C-119/05, Lucchini. 
ECLI:EU:C:2007:434
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Role of definitions

� If legislators consider it necessary for a term in a legal 
text to be interpreted consistently and properly, they 
provide a definition of the term in the text 

� Definitions in legal texts play a major role in ensuring 
uniform interpretation of the law
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Examples

� C-111/09, Česká podnikatelská pojišťovna as, Vienna
Insurance Group v. Michal Bilas. (ECLI:EU:C:2010:290)

� C-585/08 (Peter Pammer v. Reederei Karl Schlüter
GmbH & Co KG) and C-144/09 (Hotel Alpenhof
GesmbH v. Oliver Heller). (ECLI:EU:C:2010:740)

� Unnecessary - if EU legislators had been more 
consistent (using the same terms)
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Problems arising from 

multilingualism of EU law 

� Differences in language versions

� 90/83 Paterson ECLI:EU:C:1984:123

� C-336/03 easyCar ECLI:EU:C:2005:150

� Confusion caused by transferring terms directly from 
one language to another despite partial or complete 
differences in meaning (e.g. in Hungarian law aktus
(act) and jogi aktus (legal act))

Examples from József Villányi



Different concepts in other legal 

systems

� e.g. FR: faute (fault), grief (objection, point, argument) 
or raison d'ordre public (overriding reason, bar to 
proceedings, matter of public policy, general interest)

� The names of EU institutions 

Example from József Villányi



Institutions
Hungarian English French Spanish Swedish

Bíróság Court of Justice Cour de 

justice

Tribunal de 

Justicia

domstolen

Törvényszék General Court Tribunal Tribunal tribunalen

Közszolgálati 

Törvényszék

Civil Service 

Tribunal

Tribunal de la 

fonction 

publique

Tribunal de la 

Función Pública

personaldo

mstolen

Example fromWilliam Robinson



Other problems

� e.g. EN: 'first come, first served' (Article 4 of 
Regulation (EU) No 1234/2009) or 'as the crow flies' 
(Article 3(5) of Directive 2007/74/EU); FR: sans 
préjudice (subject to, notwithstanding)

Example fromWilliam Robinson



Different terms
� the same concept using different terms which refer to

different legal concepts in different countries

� e.g. Directive 85/577: 

� HU 3: elállás, felmondás, visszavonás, 

� FR 2: résilier, renoncer, 

� EN 3: cancel, waive, renounce, 

� DE 2: Widerruf, Rücktritt

Example from József Villányi



Different terms II.

� Directive 93/13: 

� HU 2: felmondás, felbontás, 

� FR 3: renoncer, rompre, résilier, 

� DE 3: unterlassen, kündigen, Rücktritt, 

� EN 2 : dissolve, cancel

Example from József Villányi



Different terms III.

� Different terms to refer to the same concept or the 
same term to refer to different concepts 

� Circular definitions e.g. Article 2 of Directive 2004/35: 
the definition of 'environmental damage' contains the 
term 'damage', which is not defined in the Directive 
and refers to different concepts in different national 
legal systems

Example from József Villányi



Different terms IV.

� Trivial legal terms which are not explained or defined 
and refer to different legal concepts in different 
national legal systems 

� e.g. Directive 93/13/EEC: the term 'contract' is not 
defined, so that the scope of the Directive could vary 
from one Member State to the next

Example from József Villányi



Different terms V.

� Similar problem arises if seemingly legal terms are 
used in legal texts but do not refer to a specific legal 
concept in national or EU law 

� e.g. 'tax fraud', 'tax evasion', 'tax avoidance', 
'unintended non-taxation'

Example from József Villányi



Summary

� More definitions of legal terms

� Principle of primacy in interpretation

� Standardise private and criminal EU law

� More multilingual legal dictionaries and glossaries 

� Amicus curiae
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Thank you for your kind attention!
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